Races D6 / Nimbanel
Name: Nimbanel
Attribute Dice: 12D
Dex: 2D/4D
Know: 2D/4D
Mech: 2D/4D
Perc: 2D/4D
Str: 2D/4D
Tech: 2D/4D
Special Abilities:
Natural Problem Solvers: Nimbanel are natural at solving
problems, both mathematical and puzzle. This makes them
natural accountants and computer slicers. In all rolls involving
problem solving, they gain +1D, from breaking into a computer
to filling out a complex form.
Story Factors:
Herbivore: Nimbanel are descended from grazing animals, and as such have a diet based on
plants, and cannot digest animal matter at all.
Hutt Ally's: The Nimbanel entered Hutt service voluntarily, and swore allegiance to the Hutts, all
Nimbanel will feel somewhat indebted to the Hutts and in their service.
Distinctions: Warm-blooded reptilians, mathematical and organizational skills, walrus-like heads, stringy
beards
Skin Colour: Pale pink
Move: 10/12
Size: 1.6-1.9 meters tall
Description: The Nimbanels, or Nimbanese, were best known as the only species to petition the Hutts
and voluntarily enter their service. They were humanoid, warm-blooded reptilians who evolved from
grazing animals on the planet Nimban.
Nimbanese evolution was driven by the need to develop problem-solving skills in order to get food from
the traveling plants of Nimban, such as the puzzleflower and the boyy'lo. As their society developed,
competitive puzzle-solving skills were used to settle clan rivalries instead of the open warfare used by
other primitive cultures. In competitions called muhndees, a clan would present its rivals with a logic
puzzle or mathematical problem to be solved within a year. This interest in competitive logic led the
Nimbanese to develop new ways to obfuscate and convolute meaning. Over the centuries, this led to the
development of a highly complex bureaucracy. Rather than stockpiling weapons, rival clans would

stockpile information and challenge one another with mountains of paperwork.
After developing spaceflight and colonizing several planets in the Nimban system, they were discovered
by the Galactic Republic, which they soon joined. The Nimbanels, having been tested by their own
complex bureaucracy, easily found niches in the comparatively simple systems of the Republic. One
Nimbanese clan, the Bovark clan, became a prime data holder for the Bureau of Ships and Services.
Unfortunately for the Bovarks, their competitive nature led them to threaten another BoSS family. When
BoSS removed all Nimbanese clans as data holders in response, a competing clan, the Krovalis clan,
stepped in. Noting that Hutt Space was expanding towards Nimbanese territory, they approached
Zochaeb the Hutt and made a deal. Under this agreement, the Hutts backed the Krovalis application for a
share in BoSS's data holdings, and would continue to enjoy much the same personal freedoms and
standard of living as before. In return, the Hutts would have access to all of the Nimbanese databanks,
and the Nimbanels would owe allegiance to the Hutt Clan of Ancients.
Since becoming associates of the Hutts, Nimbanels were found throughout the galaxy as bureaucrats
and business administrators for legitimate businesses, governments, and Hutt criminal interests. One
such Nimbanel was Mosep Binneed, an accountant working for Jabba the Hutt in Mos Eisley. During the
Clone Wars and the Galactic Civil War, such companies as the starship manufacturer Hoersch-Kessel
Drive, Inc. and the droid manufacturer Delban Faxicorp were owned by Nimbanels.
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